MECHANICAL DOVETAIL SLIP HANGER (MDSH)
UNIT 144

MECHANICAL DOVETAIL ROTATING SLIP HANGER (MDRSH)
UNIT 145

The TechWest Mechanical Dovetail Slip Hanger (MDLH & MRDLH) is a premium hanger with an integral body. The hanger mandrel is machined from heavy wall mechanical tubing and treated to the required grade. Integral construction eliminates all internal connections which provide maximum pressure ratings and liner hanging capacity.

Once in position, the Mechanical Dovetail Rotating Slip Hanger (MDRSH) can be rotated through the liner cementing operation.

FEATURES

- Enhanced fluid bypass with dovetail design.
- Long recessed type dovetail slips for long heavy liners.
- Faster running speed with dovetail design.
- Manufactured from mechanical tubing of equivalent liner grade; 80,000 psi is standard, other yield strengths and materials available by special order.
- Slips manufactured to 55-60 Rockwell “C” hardness for high-grade casing compatibility.

OPERATION

The MDSH is set mechanically by drill pipe manipulation. Disengage the latch housing and set down with right hand rotation.

A wide variety of optional configurations are available upon request.